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(57) ABSTRACT 

A display device is mounted on and/or inside the eye. The eye 
mounted display contains multiple Sub-displays, each of 
which projects light to different retinal positions within a 
portion of the retina corresponding to the Sub-display. The 
projected light propagates through the pupil but does not fill 
the entire pupil. In this way, multiple Sub-displays can project 
their light onto the relevant portion of the retina. Moving from 
the pupil to the cornea, the projection of the pupil onto the 
cornea will be referred to as the corneal aperture. The pro 
jected light propagates through less than the full corneal 
aperture. The Sub-displays use spatial multiplexing at the 
corneal surface. Various electronic devices interface to the 
eye mounted display. 
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ority under 35 U.S.C. S 119(e) to U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 61/023,073. “Eye mounted displays.” 
filed Jan. 23, 2008; and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
12/359,951 claims priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119(e) to U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/023,073 and Pro 
visional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/023,833, “Systems 
using eye mounted displays.” filed Jan. 26, 2008. The subject 
matter of all of the foregoing is incorporated herein by refer 
ence in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. This invention relates generally to electronics 
devices coupled to visual display devices. More particularly, 
it relates to electronics devices coupled to eye mounted dis 
plays, and corresponding applications and optimizations for 
Such devices and displays. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005 More and more our technological society relies on 
visual display technology for work, home internet and email 
use, and entertainment applications: HDTV, video games, 
portable electronic devices, etc. There is a need for improve 
ments in display technologies with respect to spatial resolu 
tion, quality, field of view, portability (both size and power 
consumption), cost, etc. 
0006. However, the current crop of display technologies 
makes a number of tradeoffs between these goals in order to 
satisfy a particular market segment. For example, direct view 
color CRTs do not allow direct addressing of individual pix 
els. Instead, a Gaussian spread out over several phosphor dots 
(pixels) both vertically and horizontally (depending on spot 
size) results. Direct view LCD panels have generally replaced 
CRTs in most computer display and large segments of the TV 
display markets, but at the trade-offs of higher cost, temporal 
lag in sequences of images, lower color quality, lower con 
trast, and limitations on viewing angles. Display devices with 
resolutions higher than the 1920x1024 HDTV standards are 
now available, but at substantially higher cost. The same is 
true for displays with higher dynamic range or high frame 
rates. Projection display devices can now produce large, 
bright images, but at Substantial costs in lamps and power 
consumption. Displays for cell phones, PDAs, handheld 
games, Small still and video cameras, etc., must currently 
seriously compromise resolution and field of view. Within the 
specialized market where head mounted display are used, 
there are still serious limitations in resolution, field of view, 
undo warping distortion of images, weight, portability, and 
COSt. 

0007. The existing technologies for providing direct view 
visual displays include CRTs, LCDs, OLEDs, LEDs, plasma, 
SEDs, liquid paper, etc. The existing technologies for provid 
ing front or rear projection visual displays include CRTs, 
LCDs, DLPTM, LCOS, linear MEMs devices, scanning laser, 
etc. All these approaches have much higher costs when higher 
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light output is desired, as is necessary when larger display 
Surfaces are desired, when wider useable viewing angles are 
desired, for stereo display Support, etc. 
0008 Another general problem with current direct view 
display technology is that they are all inherently limited in the 
perceivable resolution and field of view that they can provide 
when embedded in small portable electronics products. Only 
in laptop computers (which are quite bulky compared to cell 
phones, PDAs, hand held game systems, or Small still and/or 
Video cameras) can one obtain higher resolution and field of 
view in exchange for size, weight, cost, battery weight and 
life time between charges. Larger, higher resolution direct 
view displays are bulky enough that they must remain in the 
same physical location day to day (e.g., large plasma or LCD 
display devices). 
0009. One problem with current rear projection display 
technologies is that they tend to come in very heavy bulky 
cases to hold folding mirrors. And to compromise on power 
requirement and lamp cost most use display screen technol 
ogy that preferentially passes most of the light over a narrow 
range of Viewing angles. 
0010. One problem with current front projection display 
technology is that they take time to setup, usually need a large 
external Screen, and while Some are small enough to be con 
sidered portable, the weight savings comes at the price of 
color quality, resolution, and maximum brightness. Many 
also have substantial noise generated by their cooling fans. 
0011 Current head mounted display technology have 
limitations with respect to resolution, field of view, image 
linearity, weight, portability, and cost. They either must make 
use of display devices designed for other larger markets (e.g., 
LCD devices for video projection), and put up with their 
limitations; or custom display technologies must be devel 
oped for what is still a very small market. While there have 
been many innovative optical designs for head mounted dis 
plays, controlling the light from the native display to the 
device's exit pupil can be result in bulky, heavy optical 
designs, and rarely can see-through capabilities (for aug 
mented reality applications, etc.) be achieved. While head 
mounted displays require lower display brightness than direct 
view or projection technologies, they still require relatively 
high display brightness because head mounted displays must 
Support a large exit pupil to cover rotations of the eye, and 
larger stand-offrequirements, for example to allow the wear 
ing of prescription glasses under the head mounted display. 
0012. Thus, there is a need for new display technologies to 
overcome the resolution, field of view, power requirements, 
bulk and weight, lack of stereo Support, frame rate limita 
tions, image linearity, and/or cost drawbacks of present dis 
play technologies. 
(0013 U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/359,211, “Eye 
mounted displays, and U.S. provisional application No. 
61/023,073. “Eye mounted displays.” describe such a solu 
tion: Eye Mounted Displays (EMDs). While EMDs can be 
made compatible with most current devices that are sources 
of video, it is in many cases advantageous to make the device 
“eye mounted display system aware.” in order to allow opti 
mization of the device (and possibly the EMD also) and 
additionally to provide greatly expanded features over what 
might be possible prior to EMDs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0014. The present invention overcomes various limita 
tions of the prior art by coupling devices to display devices 
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mounted on and/or inside the eye. The eye mounted display 
contains multiple Sub-displays, each of which projects light to 
different targeted portions of the retinal Surface, in the aggre 
gate forming a virtual display image. These sub-displays 
utilize optical properties of the eye to avoid or reduce inter 
ference between different Sub-displays and, in many cases, 
also to avoid or reduce interference with the natural vision 
through the eye. 
0015. It is known that retinal receptive fields do not have 
anything close to constant area or density across the retina. 
The receptive fields are much more densely packed towards 
the fovea, and become progressively less densely packed as 
you travel away from the fovea. In another aspect of the 
invention, the sub-displays generate the “pixel resolution 
required by their corresponding targeted retinal regions. 
Thus, the entire display, made up of all the Sub-displays, is a 
variable resolution display that generates only the resolution 
that each region of the eye can actually see, Vastly reducing 
the total number of individual “display pixels' required com 
pared to displays of equal resolution and field of view that are 
not eye mounted. For displays that are not eye mounted, in 
order to match the eye's resolution, each pixel on the display 
must have a resolution sufficient to match the highest foveal 
resolution since the viewer may, at Some point, view that 
display pixel using his fovea. In contrast, pixels in an eye 
mounted display that are viewed by lower resolution off 
foveal regions of the retina will always be viewed by those 
lower resolution regions and, therefore, can have larger pixels 
while still matching the eye's resolution. As a result, a 400, 
000 pixel eye mounted display using variable resolution can 
cover the same field of view as a fixed external display con 
taining tens of millions of discrete pixels. 
0016 Nature produces images on the human eye through 
interaction of visible light wavefronts from the sun with 
physical objects. Man made displays produce images on the 
human eye either through the direct generation of visible light 
wavefronts (Plasma, CRT, LED, SED, etc.), front or rear 
projection onto screens (DMDTM, LCOS, LCD, CRT, laser, 
etc.), or reflection of light (LCD, liquid paper, etc.). However, 
these displays all have defects as previously noted. Mounting 
the display on the head of the viewer (Head Mounted Dis 
plays: HMDs) reduces the required brightness, but introduces 
limits onlinearity of optics, resolution, field of view, abilities 
for “see-through', weight, cost, etc. 
0017 Many of these defects can be cured by mounting a 
display to and/or within the eye itself. For example, FIG. 57. 
reference 5700, shows a representation of a large number of 
“femto projector sub-displays placed on the surface of the 
cornea. Because each display resolution is matched to the 
corresponding receptor field resolution, a much lower num 
ber of pixels (~400,000) is sufficient to match the field of view 
of an equivalent resolution external display (tens of millions 
of pixels). However, a direct physical implementation of the 
geometry of FIG. 57 is impractical. The viewer cannot blink, 
or rotate his eyes much. 
0.018 FIGS. 62 and 63 show one solution to this drawback. 
The projectors of FIG. 57 have had their optical paths folded 
Such that they lie in a Volume thin enough to be contained 
within a conventional Sclera contact lens. The result is a new 
type of visual display—an Eye Mounted Display (EMD). 
Together with external free space pixel data transmitters, eye 
trackers, power Supplies, audio Support, etc. which can be 
mounted in a headpiece (which can take the form of a pair of 
glasses), and additional electronics to couple with image 
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generators and head tracker Sub-systems, the result is an Eye 
Mounted Display System (EMDS), as will be described in 
more detail below. 

0019. In one embodiment, the eye mounted display is 
based on a Sclera contact lens that is mountable on the eye. 
The center of the Sclera contact lens is occupied by a display 
capsule that has an anterior shell, a posterior shell and an 
interior. The display capsule is mounted in the Sclera contact 
lens so that the anterior shell of the display capsule is flush to 
an anterior Surface of the Sclera contact lens. The Sub-displays 
are femto projectors located in the interior of the display 
capsule. The femto projectors project light through under 
filled corneal apertures that are Substantially non-overlap 
ping. The apertures are underfilled in the sense that the pro 
jected light does not fill the entire pupil. This allows all of the 
femto projectors to project their light through the common 
pupil. After the posterior shell of the display there is a slight 
air-gap before a prescription hard contact lens (optional) is 
present. 

0020. In addition to the eye mounted display, an exem 
plary eye mounted display system also includes an eye tracker 
and a scaler. The eye tracker tracks the orientation (and pos 
sibly also slight positional shifts) of the eye. The digital pixel 
processing scaleris coupled to the eye mounted display and to 
the eye tracker. It receives video input and converts it, based 
in part on the orientation of the eye received from the eye 
tracker, to a formatsuitable for projection by the eye mounted 
display. 
0021. In one implementation, the user wears a headpiece. 
On the headpiece are mounted part of a head tracker, part of an 
eye tracker and a data link component. The other part of the 
head tracker is positioned in an external physical frame of 
reference, and the two parts of the head tracker cooperate to 
track the position and orientation of the user's head. The eye 
mounted display contains the other part of the eye tracker, 
e.g., fiducial or other marks tracked by a camera mounted on 
the headpiece. The combination of the head and eye tracking 
data can be used to form an absolute transform from the 
external physical reference and the position of points of inter 
est on the eye: the cornea, cones on the retina, etc. 
0022. The scaler performs conversion of video from stan 
dard or non-standard Video sources to a retinal based raster 
based on the absolute transform. The data link component 
receives the converted video from the scaler and wirelessly 
transmits it to the headpiece which will pass it on to the eye 
mounted display. The (usually) planar video inputs may be 
mapped to planar virtual displays generated by the eye 
mounted display, or they may be mapped to a cylindrical 
display or to displays of more complex shape. 
0023 There are many advantages of eye mounted dis 
playS. Depending on the embodiment, some of the advantages 
can include variable resolution displays where the number of 
pixels in the display is significantly less than prior art non-eye 
mounted displays for the same effective resolution; very low 
brightness required of the display (literally as low as a few 
thousand photons per retinal cone, approximately one million 
times less photons than a 2,000 lumen video projector): 
extremely small size and inherent portability (e.g. worn as a 
contact lens, and/or implanted within the eye, etc.); extremely 
high resolution and wide field of view; and potentially lower 
cost compared to the set of multiple displays that can be 
replaced by one eye mounted display. 
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0024. Other aspects of the invention include methods cor 
responding to the devices and systems described above, and 
applications for all of the foregoing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025. The invention has other advantages and features 
which will be more readily apparent from the following 
detailed description of the invention and the appended claims, 
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
in which: 
0026 FIG. 1 shows one embodiment of a logical partition 
ing of an eye mounted display system. 
0027 FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of a physical parti 
tioning of an eye mounted display System. 
0028 FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of additional elec 
tronics in an eye mounted display system. 
0029 FIG. 4 shows example inputs and outputs for a scaler 
black box. 
0030 FIG. 5 shows an example portion of a head tracker 
system: the tracker fame. 
0031 FIG. 6 (prior art) shows a computer workstation 
with a single direct view physical LCD display. 
0032 FIG.7 shows an example of a computer work station 
with a single virtual display that has the same spatial position, 
orientation, and size as the physical display of FIG. 6. 
0033 FIG. 8 (prior art) shows an example of a computer 
workstation with six direct view physical LCD displays. 
0034 FIG.9 shows an example of a computer work station 
with a single cylindrical virtual display that has substantially 
the same spatial position, orientation, and size as the array of 
physical displays shown in FIG. 8. 
0035 FIG. 10 shows three example virtual desk screen 
configurations. 
0036 FIG. 11 (prior art) shows how photons in the natural 
physical environment can result in visual perception: photons 
from the sun reflect off a point somewhere on a rock cliff and 
possibly into a human 110 observer's eyes. 
0037 FIG. 12 shows a still camera using an EMDS as a 
viewfinder. 
0038 FIG. 13 shows how scaler functionality can be inte 
grated with a cell phone chip. 
0039 FIG. 14 shows a still camera using an EMDS as a 
viewfinder away from the camera. 
0040 FIG. 15 shows a stereo camera using an EMDS as a 
viewfinder. 
0041 FIG.16 shows an EMDS with an EMDS aware cell 
phone. 
0042 FIG. 17 shows the configuration of FIG. 16 being 
used for checking email and Surfing the web while waiting at 
a bus stop. 
0043 FIG. 18 shows a pedestrian wearing an EMDS cell 
phone accessing a virtual map. 
0044 FIG. 19 shows an automobile driver wearing an 
EMDS cell phone accessing a virtual map. 
0045 FIG.20 shows a virtual storefront for passersby who 
are wearing an EMDS. 
0046 FIG. 21 shows a laptop computer using the virtual 
image of an EMDS as its display. 
0047 FIG.22 shows a tracker frame, stereo speakers, and 
a rack of HDTV, audio, and EMDS equipment. 
0048 FIG. 23 shows a virtual HDTV display in a home. 
0049 FIG. 24 shows a virtual stereo HDTV display in a 
home. 
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0050 FIG. 25 shows a virtual large screen format 3D 
display in a home. 
0051 FIG. 26 shows a sports application of EMDS in a 
sporting Stadium. 
0052 FIG. 27 (prior art) shows the limits on the field of 
view of the left eye. 
0053 FIG. 28 (prior art) shows the limits on the field of 
view of the right eye. 
0054 FIG. 29 (prior art) shows the limits on the field of 
view of stereo overlap. 
0055 FIG. 30 shows a full spherical immersion 3D dis 
play driven by a game console. 
0056 FIG. 31 shows a hand-held gaming device working 
with an EMDS. 
0057 FIG. 32 shows a soldier training in a virtual envi 
rOnment. 

0058 FIG. 33 shows a soldier training in an EMDS-en 
hanced environment. 

0059 FIG. 34 shows a virtual command, control, and 
communications room. 

0060 FIG. 35 shows a virtual automobile. 
0061 FIG. 36 shows the interior of a virtual automobile. 
0062 FIG. 37 shows an engineer designing a crank shaft 
using EMDS-based desktop virtual reality. 
0063 FIG.38 shows a virtual 3-way teleconference 
0064 FIG. 39 shows a jet engine technician using an aug 
mented reality repair application. 
0065 FIG. 40 shows a software engineer using an immer 
Sive EMDS. 
0.066 FIG. 41 shows space telepresence control of an 
external robot. 
0067 FIG. 42 is a perspective drawing depicting imaging 
of a point source onto the retina, as seen from the point of view 
of the point Source. 
0068 FIG. 43 shows the same situation as FIG. 42, except 
from a point of view rotated halfway from the location of the 
point source and head-on to the face. 
0069 FIG. 44 shows the same situation as FIG. 42, except 
from a point of view now looking head-on to the face. 
0070 FIG. 45 is a nine cone retina, to be used as a simpli 
fied example. 
0071 FIG. 46 shows the optical aperture at the surface of 
the cornea for each of the nine cones. 
0072 FIG. 47 shows how a single display can address 
three of the nine cones at the same time. 
0073 FIG. 48 shows how three displays can address all 
nine cones at the same time. 
0074 FIG. 49 shows how to generate the desired point 
Source relative angles, and then use a converging lens to 
convert them to natural expanding spherical wavefronts for 
reception by the eye/contact lens. 
(0075 FIG.50 shows a mirror angled at 45 degrees to fold 
the display of FIG. 49 flat, so as to better fit within the narrow 
confines of many types of EMDs, e.g. contact lens based 
EMDs, intraocular lens based EMDs, etc.; and also shows a 
simple converging lens. 
0076 FIG. 51 shows a single front surface curved mirror 
that can provide both the function of the 45°-angled mirror 
and the converging lens of FIG. 50, also eliminating chro 
matic aberration and fitting into a shorter space. 
(0077 FIG. 52 shows an overhead view of the optical com 
ponents of FIG.50. 
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0078 FIG.53 shows an overhead view of a variation of the 
optical pipeline of the last two figures, but folding the projec 
tion path with a front surface mirror. 
0079 FIG. 54 shows how four femto-displays can form a 
four times larger area synthetic aperture. 
0080 FIG.55 shows how an overhead mirror can make a 
long femto projector more compactly fit into the area between 
two parabolic Surfaces (such as within a contact lens). 
0081 FIG.56 shows an overhead view of an array of femto 
displays, tiling the retina to be able to produce a complete eye 
field of view display. 
I0082 FIG.57 shows the unfolded lengths of the projection 
paths. 
0083 FIG.58 shows a human eye optically modeled in the 
commercial optical package ZMAX. 
0084 FIG. 59 shows spot diagrams of the divergence of 
the optical beams from different portions of the femto-display 
surface as produced by ZMAX 
I0085 FIG. 60 shows a 3D perspective of an assembled 
contact lens display. 
I0086 FIG. 61 shows an exploded view of a contact lens 
display. 
0087 FIG. 62 shows one layer of optical routing. 
0088 FIG. 63 shows a second layer of optical routing. 
0089 FIG. 64 shows a contact lens mounded display 3D 
perspective view from below. 
0090 FIG. 65 shows a horizontal slice view of six time 
steps of an eye blinking over a sclera contact lens based EMD. 
0.091 FIG. 66 shows a horizontal slice view of a contact 
lens based eye mounted display located on top of the cornea. 
0092 FIG. 67 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display located within the cornea. 
0093 FIG. 68 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display located on the posterior of the cornea. 
0094 FIG. 69 shows a horizontal slice view of an intraocu 
lar lens based eye mounted display implanted within the eye 
between the cornea and the lens. 

0095 FIG. 70 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display attached to the front of the lens. 
0096 FIG. 71 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display attached within the lens. 
0097 FIG. 72 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display attached to the posterior of the lens. 
0098 FIG. 73 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display placed within the posterior chamber 
between the lens and the retina. 

0099 FIG. 74 shows a horizontal slice view of an eye 
mounted display attached to the retinal Surface. 
0100 FIG. 75 shows an example headpiece. 
0101 FIG. 76 shows an example of headpiece electronics 
at a logical level. 
0102 FIG. 77 shows an example headpiece from the back 
side. 
(0103 FIG. 78 shows an overhead view of an example of 
electronics contained in a contact lens display capsule. 
0104 FIG. 79 shows a block diagram of an example IC 
internal to the contact lens display capsule. 
0105 FIG.80 shows an example driver chip for a UV-LED 
bar. 

0106 FIG. 81 shows a horizontal cross section of the light 
creation portion of a femto projector, in this case the phosphor 
is illuminated from behind. 
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0107 FIG. 82 shows a three dimensional perspective view 
of the light creation portion of a femto projector, in this case 
the phosphor is illuminated from behind. 
0.108 FIG. 83 shows a horizontal cross section of the light 
creation portion of a femto projector, in this case the phosphor 
is illuminated from the front. 
0109 FIG. 84 shows a three dimensional perspective view 
of the light creation portion of a femto projector, in this case 
the phosphor is illuminated from the front. 
0110 FIG. 85 shows an overhead view of a contact lens 
display with larger than minimal required exit apertures for 
the femto-displays. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0111. Outline 

I. Overview 

0112 II. Some Definitions and Descriptions 
0113 II.A. Types of Eye Mounted Displays 
0114 II.B. Further Descriptions of Eye Mounted Displays 
0115 II.C. Components of an Eye Mounted Display Sys 
tem 

III. Making Electronics Devices Eye Mounted Display 
“Aware' 

0116 III. A. Simple Example: An Eye Mounted Display 
Aware Digital Still Camera 
0117 III.B. Modifying the EMDS Scaler Hardware 
0118 III.C. Eliminating the Head-Tracker 
0119 III.D. EMD Awareness: Resolution 
0120 III.E. EMD Awareness: Wide Field of View Aware 
0121 III.F. EMD Awareness: Stereo 
0.122 III.G. EMD Awareness: Head Tracking 
I0123 III.H. EMD Awareness: Augmented Reality 
(0.124 III. I. EMD Awareness: Virtual Reality 
(0.125 III.J. EMD Awareness: EyeTracker 
0.126 III.K EMD Awareness: Additional Object Tracking 
0127. III.L. EMD Awareness: Pseudo Cone Pixel Data 
Stream 

IV. Product Classes Combining Electronics Devices and 
EMDSS 

I0128 IV.A. EMD Aware Digital and Film Still and Motion 
Cameras 
0129. IV.B. EMD Aware Stereo and Multi-Channel Stereo 
Still and Motion Cameras 
0.130 IV.C. EMD Aware Cell Phones and PDAs. 
I0131 IV.D. EMD Aware Heads Up Display 
(0132) IV.E. EMD Aware Video Kiosks and Digital Sig 
nage 
(0.133 IV.F. EMD Aware Laptop and Palm-top Computer 
I0134) IV.G. EMD Aware Wearable Computer 
0135) IV.H. EMD Aware HDTV Display 
(0.136 IV.I. EMD Aware Day of Release Motion Picture 
Display 
0.137 IV.J. EMD Aware 3D HDTV Display 
I0138 IV.K. EMD Aware Large Screen Format Display, 
and 3D Display 
I0139 IV.L. EMD Aware Sports Display 
(O140 IV.M. EMD Aware Immersive Virtual Reality Dis 
play 
0141 IV.N. EMD Aware Augmented Reality Display 
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0142 IV.O. EMD Aware Video Game Software Running 
on an EMD Non-Aware Video Game Platform 
0143 IV.P. EMD Aware Hardware and Software Video 
Games on Various Platforms: Hand Held Portable, Portable, 
Console, DeskSide PC 
0144. IV.Q. EMD Aware Simulation Systems: Flight, 
Tank, Dismounted Infantry, Homeland Defense, Firefighting, 
etc. 

(0145 IV.R. EMD Aware Real World Systems: Flight, 
Tank, Dismounted Infantry, Homeland Defense, Firefighting, 
etc. 

0146 IV.S. EMD Aware Real World Systems: Command, 
Control, and Communications (CCC) center. 
0147 IV.T. EMD Aware Full Scale Industrial Design Dis 
play 
0148 IV.U. EMD Aware Industrial Design Display 
0149 IV.V. EMD Aware Telepresence Display for Remote 
Teleconferencing 
0150. IV.W. EMD Aware Augmented Display for Equip 
ment Repair 
0151. IV.X. EMD Aware Industrial Virtual Reality Display 
for Software Development in a Cubicle 
0152 IV.Y. EMD Aware Telepresence Display for Remote 
Medicine, Remote Land, Sea, and Air Vehicles, Space, Plan 
etary Explorations (Moon, Mars, etc.) 
V. Eye mounted Displays and Eye mounted Display Systems 
0153 V.A. Optical Basis for Eye mounted Displays 
0154) V.B A New Approach for Display Technologies 
O155 V.C Sub-Displays 
0156 V.D. Embodiments of Contact Lens Mounted Dis 
plays 
(O157 V.E Internal Electronics of Eye Mounted Display 
Systems 
0158 V.F Systems Aspects for Image Generators and Eye 
Mounted Displays 
0159 V.G Meta-Window Systems for Eye Mounted Dis 
plays 
0160 V.HAdvantages of Eye Mounted Display Systems 

I. OVERVIEW 

0161 FIG. 1 shows an example logical partitioning of an 
eye mounted display system (EMDS) 105 according to the 
invention. In this partitioning, there are four elements: the 
scaler 115, the head tracker 120, the eye tracker 125, and the 
left and right eye mounted displays (EMDs 130). For sim 
plicity, only one EMD 130 is shown in FIG.1. Two EMDs are 
generally preferred but not required. The human user 110, the 
logical video inputs 140, the logical audio outputs 145, and 
the other I/O 150 are not part of the partitioning. 
(0162. The EMD system 105 operates as follows. It 
receives logical video inputs 140 as its input, which is to be 
displayed to the human user 110 via the EMDs 130. In one 
approach, the EMDs 130 use “femto projectors” (not shown) 
to project the video on the human retina, thus creating a 
virtual display image. The scaler 115 receives the video 
inputs 140 and produces the appropriate data and commands 
to drive the EMDs 130. The head tracker 120 and eye tracker 
125 provide information about head movement/position and 
eye movement/position, so that the information provided to 
the EMDs 130 can be compensated for these factors. Audio 
outputs 145 (optional) can also be provided from the logical 
video inputs 140. Additional I/O (optional) can also be pro 
vided from the logical I/O 150. 
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0163 There are many ways in which sub-systems can be 
configured with an eye mounted display(s) to create embodi 
ments of eye mounted display systems. Which is optimal 
depends on the application for the EMDS 105, changes in 
technology, etc. This disclosure will describe several embodi 
ments, specifically including the one shown in FIG. 2. In this 
example, portions of the EMDS 105 are worn by a human 
110. The overall EMDS 105 includes the following sub 
systems: a daisy-chainable video input re-sampler Subsystem 
(scalers) 202 through 210, which accept the video inputs 205 
through 208, and 212 through 215, respectively, and addi 
tional I/O (optional) can also be provided from the logical I/O 
218 through 220; a head tracker subsystem comprised of two 
parts, 230 and 232; an eye tracker subsystem also comprised 
of two parts, 235 and 238, and a subsystem to transmit in 
free-space the display information from the headpiece to the 
two EMDs 245 and 248 (left and right eyes). 
0164 Portions of these subsystems may be external to the 
human 110, while other portions may be worn by the human 
110. In this example, the human 110 wears a headpiece 222. 
Much of the data transferred between the sequential scalers 
202 through 210 and the headpiece 222, and the headpiece to 
the EMDs 245 and 248 is the pseudo cone pixel data stream 
(PCPDS) 225, to be described in more detail later. The trans 
fer of PCPDS from the last scaler 210 to the headpiece 222 
can be wired or wireless. If wireless (e.g., the user is un 
tethered), then an optional element, the PSPDST pseudo cone 
pixel data stream transceiver 228 is present. 
(0165. The head tracker element 120 is partition into two 
physical components 230 and 232, one of which 232 is 
mounted on the headpiece 222. The other head tracker com 
ponent 230 can be located elsewhere, typically in a known 
reference frame so that head movement/position is tracked 
relative to the reference frame. This component will be 
referred to as the tracker frame. The eye tracker element 125 
is partitioned into two physical components 235 and 238. In 
this example, one of the components 238 (not shown) is 
mounted on the contacts 245 and/or 248, and the other com 
ponent 235 is mounted on the headpiece 222 to be able to 
track movement of the eye mounted component 238. In this 
way, eye movement/position can be tracked relative to the 
head. The EMDs 130 and 135 are implemented as contact lens 
displays 245 and 248, one worn on each eye. The audio output 
an audio output 145 is implemented as an audio element 250 
(e.g., headphone or earbud) that is an optional part of the 
headpiece 222. 
0166 In some cases (to be described later) the head tracker 
Subsystem may not be required. Each of these Subsystems 
will be described in greater detail in the following sections. 
0167. An EMDS can be the display portion of a larger 
electronics system. FIG.3 reference 300 shows the EMDS 
310 and other portions of this larger electronic system that are 
present. The image generator 320 produces the logical video 
inputs 140. This video input could be a still or motion video 
camera, or television receiver or PVR or video disc player 
(HDTV or otherwise), or a general purpose computer, or a 
computer game system. This last device, a computer game 
system could be a general purpose computer running a video 
game or 3D simulator, or a video game console, of a handheld 
Video game player, or a cell phone that is running a video 
game, etc. The phrase image generator will be used as a 
higher level of abstraction phrase for all such devices. Note 
that traditional definitions of image generator do not always 
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include simple video receiver or playback devices. Here, the 
phrase image generator explicitly does include Such devices. 
0168 Also included in the generic larger electronic sys 
tem are human input devices 340 and non-video output 
devices 350: audio, vibration, tactile, motion, temperature, 
olfactory, etc. An important subclass of input devices 340 are 
three dimensional input devices. These can range from a 
simple 3D (6 degree of freedom) mouse, to a data glove, to a 
full body Suit. In many cases, much of the Support hardware 
for such devices is similar to and potentially shared with the 
head tracker sub-system 120, thus lowering the cost of Sup 
porting these additional human input devices. 
0169. The phrase scaler, when used in the context of con 
ventional video processing, usually means a processing unit 
that can convert a video input in the format of a rectangular 
raster of a given height and width number of pixels, with each 
pixel of a fixed sized, to a video output of a different format of 
a rectangular raster of a given height and width number of 
pixels, with each pixel of a fixed sized. A common example is 
the up-conversion of an input NTSC interlaced video stream 
of 720 by 480 (non-square) pixels to an output HDTV 1080i 
interlaced video stream of 1920 by 1080 pixels. However in 
this disclosure, the term scaler, unless stated otherwise, will 
refer to a much more complicated processing unit that con 
verts incoming video formats, typically of fixed size pixel 
rasters, to a format suitable for use with the EMDs 130. One 
example format is a re-sampled and re-filtered non-uniform 
density video format which will be referred to as the pseudo 
cone pixel video format, and the sequence of pseudo pixel 
data will be referred to as the pseudo cone pixel data stream. 
This video format will be described in more detail in a later 
section. Scalers usually require working storage for the 
frames of video in. This will be defined as the attached 
memory sub-system. The scalers in FIG. 2 implicitly include 
such memory at this high block level. 
0170 FIG. 4, reference 400, shows a particular example 
scaler “black box” with a specific set of inputs and outputs. 
The powerin is through an AC to DC transformer 405 and DC 
cable 455, or internal re-chargeable batteries (not shown) 
when the scaler is being used in a portable application, or 
power over one or more of the USB connections 435. The 
logical video inputs 205 through 208 are realized through two 
physical HDMI inputs 425 and 430. CAT6 physical cables are 
used to pass the Pseudo Cone Pixel Data Stream (PCPDS) 
from one scaler to another: one side to/from 410, on the other 
side from/to 415. Note that while the PCPDS flows only in 
one direction, the signals carried on the CAT6 cables are 
bi-directional. Other classes of data flow in the opposite or 
both directions. 

0171 In this example configuration, each scaler box has 
an input 420 for the head tracker sub-system, even though 
typically only one head tracker per system will be employed. 
This avoids having to have a separate headtracker only black 
box. Also, while most configurations will have only a single 
physical head tracker reference frame, for coverage over a 
larger virtual space multiple head tracker units can be used in 
a cellular fashion. 

(0172. The box supports four USB inputs 435 and four 
USB outputs 440. These can be used for supporting keyboard 
and mice. The system is capable of performing KM (keyboard 
mouse) Switching mapping the same keyboard and mouse 
inputs to any one of a number of computers connected in the 
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video chain. As many modern displays support USB hubs, if 
the EMDS system is to replace them, it should support the 
same hub functionality. 
0173 Finally, the scaler supports digital optical fiber 
TOSLINKaudio in 445 and out 450. This way, the audio from 
each of several computers attached can either have just their 
audio output Switch in or all or some Subset mixed together 
(remember that audio is also carried by the HDMI links). If a 
wireless transport of the PCPDS is supported, this function 
ality could be provided via a separate industry standard box, 
attached to the output CAT6 410 of the last scaler in the line. 
The scaler may be using only the lower layers of the Ethernet 
data transmission protocol for the transport of the PCPDS and 
other data, but it preferably follows the specifications far 
enough to allow use of common Ethernet switchers and free 
space transceivers. The scaler black box shown in FIG. 4 is 
merely an example, representing specific I/O choices for sake 
of providing a concrete example. 
0.174. One example of the head tracker component 230, 
the tracker frame, is shown in detail in FIG. 5, reference 500. 
Reference 510 is the physical tracker body, which may be in 
the form of a x-y-Z set of sticks, but not always. At each of the 
three ends of this tracker frame, there are active electronics 
530, 540, and 550. The active electronics might only include 
the simplest of timing and sensor I/O capabilities. The com 
putation to turn the sensed signals into transform matrices 
typically would not be included in the tracker frame. Instead, 
the nearly raw sensor inputs would be passed down the data 
link, via cable 520 in this example. The number crunching on 
the data will be performed elsewhere in the EMDS. For 
example, this computation could take place within one or 
more of the embedded DSP elements on the headpiece elec 
tronics chip. 
0.175. To put all this and what follows in context, two 
examples of pre-EMDS displays and the EMDSs that replace 
are described below. 

(0176 FIG. 6, reference 600, shows a typical work cubicle 
610 with a desk 620, chair 630, computer with integral image 
generator (e.g., a graphics card) 640, keyboard 650, mouse 
660, and a traditional direct view LCD display 670. The next 
figure shows what an Eye Mounted Display System can do. In 
FIG. 7, reference 700, everything is the same as in FIG. 6 
except the user is wearing an EMDS headpiece 222, a wire 
less video transceiver the PCPDST 710 has been added, and 
the physical LCD display 670 is replaced by a virtual display 
730 of otherwise the same characteristics. One other change 
is the fabric walls of the cubicle 610 are preferably a dark 
black fabric and the top of the desktop is also preferably made 
of a black material. This will increase the contrast of the 
virtual images against the physical world, without the need 
for overly low ambient lighting or overly dark shades on the 
headpiece. 
0177. A more interesting example is when more money 
has been invested in LCD displays. FIG. 8, reference 800, 
shows a work cubicle 610 with not one, but six physical LCD 
displays: 810, 820,830, 840, 850, and 860. Now the (almost) 
same EMDS of FIG.7 can take in the six video outputs that in 
FIG.8 were connected to the six physical LCD displays, and 
instead they are connected to six “scaler virtual video inputs. 
FIG. 9, reference 900, shows the results: six virtual screens 
placed on a continuous cylindrical display 910, otherwise 
delivering the same visual information as the set-up in FIG. 8 
does, but much more flexibly, and potentially at a lower cost. 
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Note: rather than just projecting to a cylinder, the projected 
Surface can be a more general elispse. 
0.178 More complex virtual display surfaces are possible 
and contemplated. FIG. 10 shows such additional types. The 
display 1005 has a flat desk surface 1020 as well as a flat (in 
the vertical) portion of the virtual display 1010, connected via 
a ninety degree circular section 1015 of the virtual display. 
Assuming circular curving, a three dimensional perspective 
view of this display is shown as reference 1025. The display 
1030 has a flat desk surface 1040 as well as a parabolic (in the 
vertical) portion of the virtual display 1035, directly con 
nected. Assuming circular curving, a three dimensional per 
spective view of this display is shown as reference 1045. The 
display 1050 is more appropriate for standing rather than 
seated use; it has a small tilted desk surface 1060 as well as a 
parabolic (in the vertical) portion of the virtual display 1055, 
directly connected. Assuming circular curving, a three 
dimensional perspective view of this display is shown as 
reference 1065. Three of the many ways in which such com 
plex compound Surfaces can be supported will be described. 
One method is for the scaler to directly support such com 
pound Surfaces. Another method is to dedicate a scalerto each 
one of the compound Surfaces (e.g., 3 or 2 dedicated Scalers). 
Another method is for such surfaces to be directly supported 
by the external image generator. 
(0179 While the primary application of an EMD is to the 
human eye, and most of this disclosure will assume this as the 
target user base, an EMD can be made to work with animals. 

II. SOME DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

0180 II.A. Types of Eye Mounted Displays 
0181 An eye mounted display (EMD) is a device that is 
mounted on the eye (e.g., directly in contact with or embed 
ded within the eye) and projects light along the optical path of 
the eye onto the retina to form the visual sensation of images 
and/or video. In most eye mounted displays, as the eye makes 
natural movements, the displays output is locked to, or 
approximately locked to, the (changing) orientation of the 
physical eye. In this way, the projected images will appear to 
be stationary with respect to the Surrounding environment 
even if the user turns his head or looks in a different direction. 
For example, an image that appears to be four feet directly in 
front of the user will appear to be four feet to the user's left if 
the user looks to the right. An example of an EMD is 
described in further detail in Section V. 
0182 An eye mounted display system (EMDS) is a system 
containing at least one eye mounted display and that performs 
any additional sensing and/or processing to enable the eye 
mounted display(s) to present visual data to the eye(s) emu 
lating aspects of the natural visual world, and/or aspects of 
virtual worlds. An eye mounted display system may also 
allow existing standard or custom video formats to be directly 
accepted for display. Significantly, in Some implementations 
multiple Such video inputs can be simultaneously accepted 
and displayed. 
0183) One example is the emulation of most present exter 
nal direct view display devices (such as CRTs, LCDs, plasma 
panels, OLEDs, etc.) and front and rear view projection dis 
play devices (such as DLPTM, LCD, LCOS, scanning laser, 
etc.) In this case, an EMDS 105 could take “standard video 
data streams, and process them for display on a pair of eye 
mounted displays (one for each eye) to produce a virtual 
display Surface that appears fixed in space. Just as with most 
present external display devices, an industry standard cable, 
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carrying video frames in Some industry standard Video for 
mat, is physically plugged into an industry standard input 
socket on some portion of the EMDS 105, resulting in the user 
perceiving a display (controlled emission of photons) of the 
Video frames at a particular (changeable) physical position in 
Space. 
0.184 One advantage of eye mounted display systems 
compared to existing devices is that there is no bulky external 
physical device emitting the photons. In addition, a large 
number of separate video inputs can be displayed at the same 
time on the same device. Also, EMDS 105 can be constructed 
with inherent variable resolution matching that of the eye, 
resulting in a significant reduction in the number of display 
elements, and also potentially external to the EMDS compu 
tation of display elements. Furthermore, in embodiments of 
eye mounted display systems that are implemented with high 
accuracy, they can produce imagery at the human eye's native 
resolution limits. 
0185. Not only can eye mounted display systems poten 

tially replace existing display devices, because multiple video 
feeds can be accepted and displayed simultaneously (in dif 
ferent or overlapping regions of space), a single eye mounted 
display system could conceivably simultaneously replace 
several display devices. Furthermore, because eye mounted 
display systems are inherently portable; a person wearing a 
single eye mounted display system could use that system to 
replace display devices at a number of different fixed loca 
tions (home, office, train, etc.). 
0186 Eye mounted displays can be further classified as 
follows. 
0187 Cornea Mounted Displays (CMDs). 
0188 Within this class, the display could be mounted just 
above the cornea, allowing an air interface between the dis 
play and the cornea. Alternately, the display could be 
mounted on top of the tear layer of the cornea, much as current 
contact lenses are. For example, see FIG. 63. In yet another 
approach, the display could be mounted directly on top of the 
cornea (but then would have to address the issue of providing 
the biological materials to maintain the cornea cells). In yet 
other approaches, the display could be mounted inside of or in 
place of the cornea (e.g., FIG. 64), or to or on the back of the 
cornea (e.g., FIG. 65). 
(0189 Contact Lens Mounted Displays (CLMDs). 
0190. In this class of Cornea Mounted Displays, the dis 
play structure would include any of the many different current 
and future types of contact lenses, with appropriate modifi 
cations to include the display. Examples are shown in FIGS. 
58 and 59. 
(0191 Inter-Ocular Mounted Displays (IOMDs). 
0.192 In this class, the eye mounted display could be 
mounted within the aqueous humor, between the cornea and 
the crystalline lens, just as present “inter-ocular lenses are 
(e.g., FIG. 66). 
(0193 Lens Mounted Displays (LMDs). 
0194 Just as an eye mounted display could be mounted in 
front, inside, behind, or in place of the cornea, instead these 
options could be applied to the lens, creating several more 
classes of embodiments. See FIGS. 67, 68, and 69. Replacing 
the lens with a LMD would likely be surgically very similar to 
current cataract solutions. 
(0195 Posterior Chamber Displays. 
(0196. FIG. 70 shows a display which has been placed 
within the posterior chamber 1345, between the lens and the 
retina 1360. 
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(0197) Retina Mounted Displays (RMDs). 
0198 In this class, the eye mounted display could be 
mounted on the surface of the retina itself (e.g., FIG. 71). In 
this particular case, fewer optical components typically are 
required. The display pixels (or similar objects) could be 
placed right above the cones (and/or rods) to be displayed to. 
However, the display must be able to be fabricated as a doubly 
curved object (e.g. a portion of a sphere). 
(0199 Relative Size of the Eye. 
0200. Like other parts of the human body, the diameter of 
the human eye varies between individuals. Specifically for 
adults, the variance is a Gaussian distribution with a standard 
deviation oftl mm about 24 mm, and most other anatomical 
parts of the eye generally scale with the diameter. Most of the 
literature implicitly or explicitly assumes an eye diameter of 
24 mm, though sometimes a different diameteris given. Some 
types of data, Such as angular measurements, are implicitly 
relative, and thus the size of the eye does not matter. But other 
measurements, such as feature sizes on the retinal Surface, or 
the size of the cornea, or the size of the pupil, do depend on the 
size of the eye in question. So while this document for sim 
plicity follows the convention of a default 24 mm diameter 
eye, eye mounted displays could be made available in a range 
of sizes in order to accomplish better fit and function for the 
majority of the populace. 
0201 II.B. Further Descriptions of Eye Mounted Displays 
0202 EMDs in Both Eyes. In the general case, for a par 

ticular user, eye mounted displays would be mounted on or in 
both eyes. This eliminates (or greatly reduces) binocular 
rivalry, increases perceptual resolution, and allows for dis 
play of stereo images. There also is a physical redundancy 
factor. That does not mean that just a single eye mounted 
display might be used in special cases: people with only one 
functional eye, some patients with Strabismus and in certain 
special applications where display in only one eye is suffi 
cient. The discussion below is generally focused on how to 
couple a display to a single eye. This is just for simplicity of 
exposition. Nothing in that description should be construed to 
mean that the most typical application would not be coupling 
displays to both eyes. 
0203 Femto Projectors. 
0204 There are many different ways that the light gener 
ating component of an eye mounted display can control the 
emission of photon waterfronts that will focus on or about a 
particular photoreceptor of the eye (rods or cones). Many of 
these, if looked at in a certain way, roughly resemble various 
forms of video projectors, although at a vastly smaller scale. 
Also, such photon emitting Sub-systems usually will not be 
able to address the entire retina. Many instances of them may 
be present in a single eye mounted display. To have a generic 
and consistent name for this entire class of photon emitters, 
the term “femto projectors' will be used. Femto, in this case, 
is not meant to indicate femto-technology, which is defined as 
having individual components in the femto-meter size range. 
Rather, the term femto projector is meant to differentiate such 
tiny projectors from Small projectors currently called “pico 
projectors.” “nano projectors'; the large “micro projectors'; 
and their larger cousins just projectors. 
0205 Pseudo Cone Pixels. 
0206. An EMD contains internal light emitting regions 
that will be defined here as pseudo-cone pixels. Each pseudo 
cone pixel, when emitting light, will cause a spot of light to 
excite some specific (after calibration) (possibly extended) 
point on the user's 110 physical retina. In general these 
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pseudo cone pixels do not correspond exactly to the position 
and size of specific physical cones on the user's retina, but can 
be thought of as approximately doing that. Specifically, 
pseudo cone pixels projecting into the highest resolution cen 
tral foveal portion of the retina may be somewhat larger than 
the actual cone cells. The lattice of the pseudo cone pixels (for 
example, an irregular hexagonal lattice) will not exactly 
match that of the physical cones, and in the periphery of the 
retina, pseudo cone pixels are sized to resemble the locked 
together sets of cones that make up the central portion of 
peripheral visual receptive fields. 
0207. However, for the computational task of converting 
“standard video input into video data for non-uniformly 
spaced and sized pseudo cone pixels on an EMD, we can 
concentrate on the pseudo cone pixels as the target 'pixels.” 
and ignore the actual physical retinal cones (or rods). It is 
likely that future versions of the technology will allow pseudo 
cone pixels to be manufactured or configured to more exactly 
match a particular individual’s retinal cone and receptive field 
lattice. While such systems should provide some incremental 
additional improvement in user 110 perceived resolution, 
Such enhanced systems otherwise will be constructed quite 
similar to the systems described here. 
(0208. Pseudo-Cone Pixel Shape. 
0209. On the femto projectors on the EMD, one embodi 
ment of the pseudo cone pixels could be hexagonal in shape. 
Hexagons are already more closely approximated as circles 
than as Squares (in contrast to more traditional "square pix 
els). However the hexagon spread function of light by the time 
that the pixels is imaged on the retina will be close to both the 
optical blur limit, as well as the diffraction limit (at least near 
the fovea). The end effect is that the hexagons will be dis 
torted into very nearly circular shapes. This is important, 
because as various graphics and image processing functions 
are considered, they must usually think of pseudo cone pixels 
as circular, rather than square. 
0210. One must also take care with phrases like “imaged 
onto the surface of the retina. In the periphery, shapes 
imaged onto a theoretical sphere representing the Surface of 
the retina will be quite distorted (due to the high angle of 
incidence), but the cones (and rods) of the retina “fix' this 
problem by tilting by quite a number of degrees to point at the 
output pupil of the lens. Thus the “real imaging surface of the 
retina is quite different than a simple spherical approxima 
tion. Within the art described here, these more accurate 
effects are understood, and taken into account where appro 
priate. Thus, phrases like “the surface of the retina” are to be 
understood as meaning the more complex “real' imaging 
surface defined by the orientations of the light sensors on the 
retina. 

0211 One could also take into account the effect that as 
pixels are presented to higher and higher eccentricities, the 
light enters the cornea at higher and higher angles tilted away 
from the local normal to the surface of the cornea (as 
described in greater detail elsewhere in this document). While 
in general this extra tilt will help to keep pseudo cone pixels 
imaged onto the retina close to uniformly circular in shape, 
pseudo cone pixels at the extreme ends of the femto projector 
can become slightly elliptical when imaged onto the Surface 
of the retina. While slight distortions usually can be ignored, 
at Some point the retinal shape of pseudo cone pixels should 
be modeled as elliptical (or other distorted shapes). Fortu 
nately the elliptical ratio is constant, and can be computed 
beforehand, or in some cases is a simple function of lens focus 
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(which can be indirectly determined by the relative vergence 
in the orientations of the two eyes). In some of the processing 
steps to be described in following passages, this complication 
will at first be ignored, and then addressed once the full 
concept has been developed. 
0212 Pseudo Cone Pixel Data Steam, Frame of Pseudo 
Cone Pixel Data. 
0213. The sequence of pseudo cone pixel data that is trans 
mitted between scaler units and between the last scalar and 
the headpiece is referred to as the pseudo cone pixel data 
stream. Pseudo cone pixel data streams are split up tempo 
rally into separate video frame of pseudo cone pixel data. All 
the pseudo cone pixel data contained in a single video frame 
of Such data being sent to the headpiece for display on the 
EMD is referred to as one frame of pseudo cone pixel data. 
0214. Pseudo Cone Pixel Video Frame Format, Pseudo 
Cone Pixel Descriptors. 
0215. A frame of pseudo cone pixel data has a pre-defined 
fixed sequence of pseudo cone pixel targets on the set of femto 
projectors that actually display the data. Because all the (on 
the order of 40 to 80) femto projectors will be operating in 
parallel, the pseudo cone pixel video format cannot sequen 
tially send the entire pseudo cone pixel data contents for one 
femto projector before sending any data to any other femto 
projectors. The constraints mean that pseudo cone pixel data 
for different femto projectors must be interleaved together in 
the pseudo cone pixel video format. This interleaving does 
not have to be on an individual femto projector basis, but it 
can. There is enough FIFO storage within the various pro 
cessing elements that various forms of re-ordering are pos 
sible. 

0216 All the scalers fetch from their attached storage a 
Video frameworth sequence of pseudo cone pixel descriptors. 
Each descriptor contains the geometric and other data that 
defines them: normal vector to its center, its normalized 
radius, its color, normalization gain and offset of the particu 
lar femto projector pixel it is targeted to, its femto pixel 
projector, and any femto projector edge feathering for seam 
ing together with another neighboring femto projector. This is 
only one example collection of the contents of pseudo cone 
pixel descriptors; other collections and ordering within the 
Video stream are contemplated and possible. 
0217. Each scalar will accept a stream of pseudo pixel data 
from the scaler behind it, except for the first, which will 
generate Such a stream internally based on the pseudo cone 
pixel descriptors fetched from the attached storage, and send 
it on to the next. Depending on the physical world relative 
position and orientation associated with the frame of video 
input to a particular Scalar, the Scalar will contribute data only 
to a sub-set of all of the pseudo cone that pass through it. For 
this active Subset, and given the internally fetched pseudo 
cone pixel descriptor, the scaler will generate a pseudo cone 
pixel value from contents its frame of input video. This data 
may replace the corresponding data for the same pseudo cone 
pixel destine for the same femto projector pixel, or let the 
input override the internally generated pseudo cone pixel 
data, or a more complex merge of the two values. In some 
simple cases of the edges of the rectangle that is the output 
virtual video screen, the merge function may be simple addi 
tion. If multiple layers of virtual video screens allowed to 
obscure portions of others, then an even more complex merge 
function must take place when, for example, one screen par 
tially obscures another. In its most general form, merges 
between different pseudo cone pixels with same target cannot 
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be performed until all of Such pseudo cone pixels are present. 
One way to accomplish this is to leave in the stream both 
pseudo cone pixels, plus any partial pixel coverage informa 
tion. This will require inserting into the pseudo cone pixel 
data stream more than one data frame for a single femto 
projector pixel pseudo cone pixel target; the number of 
pseudo cone pixels data frames that have to be taken up by 
these two will be at least two, and possibly more. In fact, as 
this un-resolved data merge propagates though the scalers, 
additional active pseudo cone pixels addressing the same 
target may be encountered, and the result will be a further 
enlarging of the data frames dedicated to the same target. 
0218. Will this enlarging of the data stream result in pos 
sible data under-runs to the EMD'? Because of the FIFOs all 
over the EMDS 105, and because the scalars have 10% or 
more processing power available than otherwise needed, and 
because an upper limit on doubled and more pseudo cone 
pixels that may partially cover another can be computed, the 
“surge' in data for one target can be absorbed without com 
promising the data rate to the pseudo cone pixels. The com 
putation to be performed is to sort out all the partial pixel 
coverage claimed on this pixel, and then merge together, in 
proportion to its coverage, all such than have not been totally 
obscured by another. This operation is the same or very simi 
lar to the operation of computing the continuation of various 
polygons in know sort order for antialiasing in the computer 
graphics literature. While many other methods are possible, 
one convent one is to let the last Scalar in the chain perform 
this merging operation. Then the output from the last scalar to 
the headpiece will be free of any duplicate (or more) pseudo 
cone pixels. NOTE: each pseudo cone descriptor included a 
gain and offset for its target femto projector pixel. The ques 
tion is, where should the normalization process occur? The 
most bandwidth preserving place is within the Scalar as the 
rest of the pixel value is computed. Another place is in the last 
scaler in the chain; this might result in slightly improved 
numeric output values. 
0219 II.C. Components of an Eye Mounted Display Sys 
tem 

0220 Eye mounted Display System. An eye mounted dis 
play system (EMDS) 105 usually will include at least three 
components: the eye mounted display (EMD) itself, an eye 
tracking component that provides accurate real-time data on 
the current orientation and direction of motion of the eye, and 
a head tracking component that provides accurate real-time 
data on the current orientation and direction of motion of the 
head (or technically, the headpiece attached to the head) rela 
tive to some physical world reference coordinate frame 230. 
There are some practical applications of EMDs that do not 
require the head tracking component. However, there are very 
few applications of an EMD that will work well without the 
eye tracking component. The eye mounted display system 
may also include other components, including possibly some 
or all of the following: 
0221 EyeTracker. 
0222 Typically, an EMDS 105 will know to high accuracy 
the orientation of the eye(s) relative to the head at all times. 
Several types of devices can provide such tracking. For the 
special case of cornea mounted displays fixed in position 
relative to the cornea, the problem devolves to the much 
simpler problem of tracking the orientation (and movement 
direction and velocity) of the cornea display. Special fiducial 
marks on the Surface of the cornea mounted display can make 
this a relatively simple problem to solve. Other types of eye 
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mounted displays may be amenable to different solutions to 
the problem of tracking the orientation of the eye to sufficient 
accuracy. 
0223) To generate the proper image to be displayed by an 
eye mounted display, the image formation preferably takes 
into account the current position and/or orientation of the eye 
relative to the head and/or the outside environment. Techni 
cally, eye orientation sensors typically will tell you where the 
eye was, not where it is now, let alone where it will be by the 
time the image is displayed to it. Thus it is desirable to track 
the eye's orientation at a rate several times faster than the 
display update rate, to allow accurate computation of the 
recent past rotational direction and velocity of the eye. This 
can be used as a predictor of where the eye will have rotated 
to by the time the image is displayed to it. 
0224. This same high Sample rate time sequence orienta 
tion information about the eye can also be used to determine 
which of several different types of eye motion is in progress: 
saccades, drifts, micro saccades, tracking motion, Vergence 
motion (by combining the rotation information from the other 
eye), etc. Tremor motion during drifts is likely fine enough to 
not be sense-able or to make much difference in the display 
contents. However, if it can be sensed, it can be used in 
determining fine orientation of the eye, if needed. While not 
technically an eye motion, many eye trackers 125 can usually 
also correctly detect eye blinks. As during Saccades, the eye is 
“blind' during many of these motions, and in these cases no 
image need be computed or displayed. After any motion that 
shuts down visual input to the brain ends, there is an approxi 
mately 100 millisecond additional period in which visual 
input is still not processed. This allows EMDS 105 that have 
their own latency time to determine where the eye is now 
(e.g., that the motion or blink has finished), start computing 
the correct image to be displayed, and transfer that image to 
the EMD and display (emit photons) before the eye starts 
Seeing again. 
0225. The eye, as a sphere, has three independent degrees 
of freedom relative to its Socket, requiring its orientation to be 
described by three independent numbers. In many cases, 
using an appropriate representation of orientation, the eye 
only uses two of these degrees of freedom, as described by 
“Listing's Law” but the law varies with vergence. Also, dur 
ing pursuit motions, the eye ignores Listing's Law to keep the 
target centered in sight. Thus in general, an eye tracker 125 
preferably would sense all three possible independent dimen 
sions of orientations of the eye, not just two. However, the 
orientational deviations from Listing's Law are known to be 
within a specific Small range, and an eye tracker system can 
take advantage of these limits. 
0226. The eye motion information is also needed to cor 
rectly simulate retinal motion blur, if such blur would have 
occurred when viewing a physical object under similar cir 
cumstances. This computation is effected by the duty cycle of 
“lag time of the physical display elements, as well as the 
current eye motion over the native display “frame time and 
head/body motion over the same period. More details on the 
required computation will be described later. 
0227. Most eye mounted display applications will require 
the displayed image to appear stabilized with respect to the 
physical space around the user. In Such cases, in addition to 
the rotational position and velocity of the eye relative to the 
head, the position and orientation of the user's head (and thus 
body) relative to the physical space around the user should be 
known, along with computed temporal derivatives of these 
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values to allow prediction. Some types of eye trackers 125 can 
give both eye and head tracking 120 information, but usually 
it is simpler and more accurate to separate the two functions: 
an eye orientation tracker, and a head position and orientation 
tracker, as described in the next section. 
0228. When trying to determine the orientation of the eye 
within the angle formed by one foveal cone or less, an accu 
racy of plus or minus one arc minute or less is preferred in 
each dimension. Eye mounted displays potentially allow new 
inexpensive accurate techniques to be employed to achieve 
this accuracy. 
0229 Head Tracker. 
0230 Head trackers 120 usually accurately sense six inde 
pendent spatial degrees of freedom of the human head relative 
to the physical space around the user. One common partition 
ing of these degrees of freedom is three independent dimen 
sions of position and three independent dimensions of orien 
tation. To keep the terminology simple, the discussion that 
follows will use this common convention, with the under 
standing that there are many other ways to represent spatial 
information about the human head, some of which may have 
advantages over others depending on the specific embodi 
ment of the head tracker 120. 
0231. Just as with eye trackers 125, most sensed informa 
tion about the head usually tells one about the past, and so the 
same sort of Super display frame rate sampling can be 
employed to compute temporal derivatives of the head tracker 
120 data (or other data computed from it), which in turn can 
be used to predict where the future orientation and position of 
the head will be, good for the time frame in which the next 
image frame will be displayed. 
0232 By calibrating the positional and orientation offset 
from the native coordinates of the device attached to the head 
relative to the center of the two (or one) eye(s) of the user, the 
combined head tracker 120 and eye tracker 125 information 
describes in physical space the narrow view frustum for each 
cone (or rod) of the retina, within a certain degree of error. The 
frustum can be more simply represented by a vector in the 
viewing direction of the cone (rod), and a subtended half 
angle of a conical viewing frustum, describing the cone's 
(rods) field of view. This information can be used to form the 
image presented by the eye mounted display(s). 
0233. Most existing head tracking technologies do not 
directly sense orientations, but use three (or more) separate 
positional measurements to three (or more) separate points on 
the headpiece, and then triangulate (or higher order fit) that 
data to produce the desired orientational information. Even 
the positional measurements are usually not made directly. 
Usually the same target on the headpiece is sensed from three 
(or more) different physical positioned sensors, and this data 
is triangulated (or higher order fit) to produce the desired 
positional information. What is actually sensed varies by 
device. Some sense the distance between two sub-devices, 
Some sense the orientation between two Sub-devices, etc. 
Some devices attempt to sense head orientation directly, but 
such devices suffer from rapid calibration drift (on the order 
of tenths of seconds), and typically are re-calibrated by a 
more traditional six degree of freedom head tracker 120. 
0234. Because of the way the final information is put 
together (a common example is multiple stacked triangula 
tions, not always with very long base lines), the final accuracy 
of the head position and orientation data will usually be less 
than the native accuracy of the various sensors used to gen 
erate the raw data. How much accuracy is lost (and therefore 
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how much accuracy is left) can be estimated by performing a 
numerical analysis of the initial raw accuracy as it propagates 
through to the final results. This can also be checked by 
measuring the actual information produced by the head 
tracker 120 in operation against known physical locations and 
orientations. It is useful to distinguish between relative and 
absolute (and repeatable) accuracy. Some head trackers 120 
may give highly accurate position and orientation data rela 
tive to the data it gives for nearby positions and orientations, 
but the absolute accuracy could be off by a much larger 
amount. 

0235 For eye mounted display applications, the orienta 
tional accuracy of a head tracker 120 preferably should be 
close to the orientational accuracy of the eye tracker 125: 
approximately one arc minute or less. The positional accu 
racy of the head tracker preferably will be good enough to not 
induce shifts in the display image of any more than the angu 
lar accuracy. Given that a single foveal cone is on the order of 
two microns across, for a (virtual) object six feet away, a 
positional error of not much more than 100 microns is needed 
to keep the error comparable to a one minute of arc orienta 
tional error. 
0236 Headpiece. 
0237 Technically, most head trackers 120 do not track the 
position of the head, but rather the position of some device 
firmly fixed to the user's head. So long as this device keeps to 
the same position and orientation with respect to the head to 
within specified limits, knowing the position and orientation 
of the device attached to the head gives accurate position and 
orientation information about the head itself. While there are 
several different possible ways to have devices physically 
attached to the head, for the purposes of exposition and sim 
plicity, the EMDS 105 described in this document will usu 
ally assume an embodiment of a single physical device worn 
on the head of the user, called the headpiece, upon which 
many different things may be mounted. The headpiece in 
most cases does not include the two (one) eye mounted dis 
play device(s) mounted to the eye(s), or implanted elsewhere 
within the eye's optical path. Again, this is only one example 
used for simplicity of exposition. The same results can be 
achieved by multiple devices not all attached to each other, or 
in some cases, just marks painted on the user's head, or 
nothing at all. 
0238. The headpiece could take on many forms. It could 
look like a traditional pair of eye glasses (but without any 
'glass' in the frames), or something more minimal, or more 
complex, or just more stylish. 
0239. The devices likely to be attached to the headpiece 
include the following: elements of the head tracking system 
(active or passive), elements of the eye tracking system, the 
device that transmits the image data wired or through free 
space to the EMD proper, the device that receives wired or 
through free space back channel information from the EMD 
proper, possibly devices that transmit power wired or through 
free space to the EMD proper, corded or cordless devices to 
transmit the image data from other portions of the EMDS 105 
to the device that forwards the data to the EMD proper. 
Devices that could be placed elsewhere, but in many cases 
might be attached to the headpiece include the following: the 
computational device that processes raw eye tracking, the 
computational device that processes raw head tracking data, 
the computational device that processes eye and head track 
data into combined positional estimates, orientational esti 
mates, and estimates of their first temporal derivatives. 
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Depending on the larger system design, the image data may 
have one or more of the following operations performed on it: 
decryption, decompression, compression, and encryption. 
Also, as most new digital video standards also carry high 
quality digital audio data on the same signal, the headpiece 
could have provisions to output analog or digital forms of this 
data through an audio outputjack. Alternately, the headpiece 
could have some form of audio output (earbuds, headphones, 
etc) directly built into it. 
0240 Transmission of Signals Between Components. 
0241 An eye mounted display system will include a num 
ber of sub-systems, which will communicate with each other. 
Depending on how the Sub-systems are partitioned and con 
structed, different methods of communicating data between 
them are appropriate. In many cases free space communica 
tion is not necessary, and physical interconnects (electrical, 
optical, etc.) are sufficient. In general, wherever possible, 
industry standard physical layers that meet the bandwidth and 
latency requirements between two Sub-systems should be 
used, and the use of corresponding industry standard protocol 
layers again where possible. One good example is the use of 
the 10 mega-bit, or higher, Ethernet standard. In other cases, 
Sub-systems may be located so physically close that direct 
wiring between them is possible (e.g., on the same PC board). 
0242 Finally, when linking one or more components of 
the EMDS 105 that are not located on the user, e.g., not being 
worn, to Some part that is being worn, it is desirable that a 
short free space connection be utilized, so that the user does 
not have to be “tethered. Current spread-spectrum short dis 
tance wireless interconnects utilizing standard Ethernet pro 
tocols are one example of existing hardware that meets the 
un-tethered requirements. In otherapplications, such as game 
systems, tethering may be less of a nuisance, worth the cost 
reduction, and/or tethering of other devices was already 
required. 
0243 Video Input Raster. 
0244. The physical electrical (or optical or other) transport 
level of the video to the EMDS 105 may be any of many 
different standard or proprietary video formats. The most 
common consumer digital video formats today are from the 
related family of DVI-I, DVI-D, HDMI, and soon UDI and 
the new VESA standard. HDMI and UDI also contain digital 
audio data, which an EMDS with headphones, earbuds, or 
other audio output may wish to use. There are also a number 
of industrial digital video formats, including D1 and SDI. The 
older analog video formats include: RGB, YUV. VGA, 
S-Video, NTSC, RS-170, etc. Devices are commonly avail 
able to convert the older analog formats into the newer digital 
ones. So while a particular EMDS product may have addi 
tional circuitry for performing some or all of these conver 
sions for the user, for the purposes of this discussion we will 
concentrate on what happens after the video raster has been 
converted to, and presented to the EMDS, as an un-encrypted 
digital pixel stream. Specifically conventional issues such as 
de-interlacing, 2-3 pull-down reversal, and some forms of 
Video re-sizing and video scaling will also be assumed to have 
been performed prior to presentation to the EMDS, or in 
additional EMDS pre-processing circuitry that will not be 
discussed further here. 
0245. Different video formats employ different color 
spaces and representations. A given EMDS 105 component 
may also employ its own specific, and thus not necessarily 
standard, color space and format. So in addition to any 'stan 
dard’ color space conversions that may have been applied in 
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earlier stages (including brightness, contrast, color tempera 
ture, etc.), an EMDS will usually have to perform an addi 
tional color space transform to its native space. In many cases 
this transform can simply be folded into a combination trans 
form that already had to exist for conversion of video input 
from various standard color spaces. Specifically, because of 
the nature of the computations that will be performed on the 
input video data, in the preferred environment the internal 
color space for most of the processing will be a linear color 
space. Any non-linearities in the actual pixel display elements 
are converted after most of the rest of the processing has been 
performed. Now, on the one hand, converting to a linear color 
space requires more bits of representation of pixel color com 
ponents than non-linear color spaces. On the other hand, once 
inside the EMDS, we know the maximum number of linear 
bits that each pixel of the EMD is capable of displaying, and 
what, if any, dithering is going on. Thus the internal linear 
color space representation of pixel color components can be 
safely truncated at Some known maximum. 
0246 EyeTracking, Dual Eye Support. 
0247. In addition to the head tracking component, an 
EMDS 105 typically also includes an eye tracking compo 
nent. Note than in Some cases, such as a cornea mounted 
display (CMD), the 'eye' tracker 125 may not need to track 
the eye directly, but can instead track Something directly 
physically attached to the eye (e.g., the CMD device). Also, 
while we will focus on the processing needed to provide data 
to one eye's EMD, an EMDS will usually support parallel 
computation of slightly different data for the EMD in each of 
the two eyes Supported. Such stereo display Support is impor 
tant even when viewing mono video sources. Among many 
other advantages, this will keep eye fatigue and possible 
nausea to a minimum. While it is the goal of one embodiment 
that a single scaler component (described below) will be able 
to process and generate output for both eyes in the most 
complex input case, so long as provisions are made to deliver 
input video data to two scaler components in parallel, each 
handling a single eye each, a doubling of the maximum pro 
cessing obtainable by a single scaler component is easily 
achieved (at the price of approximately doubling the cost of 
the scaler element). 
0248 Scaler Element, Scaler Component, Scaler Black 
BOX. 
0249. In the logical partitioning of an eye mounted display 
into four elements, presented in FIG. 1, one of the logical 
elements was named the scaler 115. Computations related to 
the conversion of normal raster video data to the special 
display needs of an EMD are performed by this unit. Physi 
cally, the scaler element might be physically implemented as 
a single integrated circuit chip, perhaps with some DRAM 
attached, but the scaler element might be implemented as 
several chips, as eluded to in FIG. 2, in the multiple references 
202 through 210, or as portion of a larger chip, as will be 
discussed later. So without narrowing the scope of this dis 
closure, in many examples a scaler component will be one 
to-one with a physical integrated circuit chip, plus some 
attached DRAM. Because scaler components can be daisy 
chained together, in some examples a collection of scaler 
components may be referred to as a “scaler blackbox,” where 
the logical element scaler may consist of more than one Such 
black box. 
0250 Scaler Component Technical Details. 
0251 Generally the input to an EMDS 105 is some form of 
rectangular, Scan line by Scan line sequence of pixel data, as 
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defined above as the Video Input Raster. However, the type 
and format of data that the EMD proper consumes can be 
quite a bit different. In some embodiments, the EMD con 
Sumes a sequence of pseudo cone pixel data, usually inter 
leaved so that multiple femto projectors can be displaying 
their native format of photon data. While nearly all existing 
Video Input Rasters (not compressed video data) are uniform 
in pixel density (though not always color density), pseudo 
cone pixels most certainly are not. Converting from the stan 
dard input formats to the desired output format is the job of 
one or more scaler components. These components dynami 
cally re-sample and filter the original video data into re-scaled 
pixels that match the requirement for each output pseudo 
pixel. Indeed, in Some embodiments, a portion of the scaler 
element internal data buffers is set aside as storage for a target 
descriptor for each pseudo cone pixel to be generated per 
frame. 

0252) How individual components and collections of 
components are assembled to form a scaler element can be 
similar to what occurs many times on the other side of the 
video interface: video cards. Many modern PC video cards 
have the option of driving two displays at the same time 
through two separate connectors on the same single card. 
However, there may be a maximum number of pixels for dual 
displays that is less per display than what the card can do 
when driving only a single display. To get higher perfor 
mance, a user may prefer that a single graphics card drive only 
a single display, or as in several PC gaming cards now, two or 
even four graphics cards can drive just a single display, with 
not quite linear increases in delivered graphics performance. 
The situations for components and collections of components 
in the scaler element can have similar dependencies. 
0253 Letus define the smallest unit capable of performing 
the computation of a scaler element within a defined set of 
constraints a scaler component. In many, but not all cases, this 
may take the form of a single ASIC with other support chips 
attached, such as DRAM. The scaler element of an EMDS 
105 is defined as the entire collection of one or more scaler 
components that perform all the scaler computations for the 
EMDS. How many scaler components will be needed to 
perform the scaler function for an EMDS will depend on the 
number of video inputs, the size in pixels and pixel data rate 
of each video stream, the form of Scaler desired (e.g. projec 
tion onto a flat virtual screen VS. projection onto a cylindrical 
virtual screen), type of Stereo processing desired, details of 
the EMDS being used, among other factors. In certain special 
cases no stand-alone scaler element is required at all, either 
because the function has been embedded into another device 
(such as a cellphone), or the interfacing device is capable of 
generating correct pseudo cone pixel data streams, such as a 
“pseudo cone pixel aware 3D graphics rendering engine.” 
0254. From a user point of view, there will be one or more 
types of physical scaler black boxes available, each with one 
or more video inputs in one or more video formats. Multiple 
Such units can be daisy-chained together, before connecting 
to the free-space or physical cable connection to the head 
piece. These “blackboxes” will be differentiated in the num 
ber and type of video inputs on the box, and the limits on the 
scaler computations that they can perform, as well as the 
physical power that they require. Even for a given unit, the 
amount of physical power that they consume may be variable, 
depending on the amount of work they are required to per 
form. Thus a box that needs to be plugged into a wall when 
working with a complex deskside computer system may only 
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need a battery or power from a USB port when being used 
with a mobile laptop computer. To Support such functionality, 
the ASIC (if that is the technology deployed) can have built in 
the capability to turn off sections of the internal processors 
when they are not needed, as well as slow down the clock to 
the powered computations. In this way, two expensive ASICS 
do not have to be constructed. One chip can perform in each 
special environment. 
0255 Scaler Component Architecture. 
0256 There are many possible internal architectures for 
the scaler component. One approach is to use a custom micro 
codable VLIWSIMD fixed point vector processor. Power can 
be saved by powering off individual ones of the MD units, 
and/or lowering the clock frequency to the processor. The 
microcode is not fixed, but is downloaded at System initial 
ization time. In this way additional features can be added, or 
support of newer model EMDs is possible. 
0257 Stereo Support. 
0258 While the output display is stereo, for the maximum 
comfort of the viewer, in most of the cases described here the 
input video is mono, and the physical display device being 
emulated is flat. However, with little additional hardware, the 
systems described here can also support field sequential Ste 
reo or separate left and right eye video streams. 
0259 Rod Vision. 
0260. While much of the discussion that follows will be 
cast in terms of controlling light to individual cones of the 
retina (or in the periphery, specific neighboring groups of 
cones), the same technology will also deliver photons to the 
more numerous rods of the eye. The techniques described 
below in terms of cones equally apply to rods, only so long as 
lower overall light intensities are involved. A specific 
example might be an eye mounted display that is meant to be 
used with the user's night vision. Here the display intensity 
would be kept low enough to only engage the Scotopic rod 
vision, and would produce a black and white display. This in 
fact could just be a "night vision' intensity setting of an eye 
mounted display that can also produce brighter images for 
photopic "daylight display. Even though there are several 
times more rods than cones (80 to 100 million rods vs. 
approximately 5 million cones), the rods tend to group 
together as larger effective pixel units, and the spatial fre 
quency resolution of Scotopic vision is considerably less that 
photopic vision. Thus, any eye mounted display that produces 
anywhere near close to enough spatial resolution for photopic 
(cone) vision, can also produce more than enough spatial 
resolution for Scotopic (rod) vision. 
0261 Safety. 
0262 EMDs can be see-through, partially see-through, or 
opaque. For safety reasons, in general and consumer applica 
tions, it is preferable that the eye mounted displays be see 
through, so that normal vision is not seriously affected by the 
eye mounted display. If a truly immersive application is 
desired, one can put on black out shades. The overall range of 
brightness of display of the eye mounted display can also be 
an issue. With a see-through design, the eye mounted display 
has to compete in brightness (photon count) with the ordinary 
external world. In a dimly lit office or home environment, this 
is not a hard goal. In direct Sunlight, eye mounted display 
intensities of 10,000 times greater would be needed. This is 
by no means technically impossible, but a competing safety 
goal of making it impossible for the eye mounted display to 
ever cause permanent retinal damage may require an artifi 
cially limited maximum brightness of an eye mounted dis 
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play. Such a display can still be used quite easily in Sunlight, 
for example by wearing fairly dark Sunglasses, or, more gen 
erally, programmable density filters to the external world, 
similar to current variable Sunglasses or welding mask win 
dow technology. This cuts the brightness of the Sunlit scene 
considerably, while not affecting the eye mounted display 
intensity, because the eye mounted display is “behind the 
Sunglasses. 
0263. See-Through Constraints. 
0264. Some EMD designs inherently allow for see 
through of normal (standard contact lens corrected, if neces 
sary) vision of the real-world. When the EMDS 105 is off (or 
showing just black), the EMD will function purely as a 
slightly darkening contact lens. Other EMD designs only 
work as non-see-through. In this instance, the effect is similar 
to wearing a non-see-through HMD. As the (variable density) 
see-through design is the more general, and can always emu 
late non-see through designs by the simple expedient of hav 
ing the EMDS wearer don a pair of total blackout glasses or 
goggles, most of the discussion here will be of the see 
through design. 
0265. Just because a design is see-through does not auto 
matically mean that it is simple to simultaneously operate in 
the existing physical world (say a business office) as well as 
seeing one or more virtual displays generated by an EMDS 
105. As discussed elsewhere, a given EMD design may not be 
bright enough to compete directly with the brightness of even 
a normal office environment. One possible compromise is to 
darken the variable density shade in the headpiece to view 
mostly the virtual displays, and then un-darken them when 
needing to interact with the more brightly lit physical world. 
The switching from one to the other can be controlled by the 
head and eye tracker 125, if necessary, as they know when one 
is looking at the virtual screens Versus the physical world. 
Thus the Switching is seamless. An additional enhancement to 
allow for virtual displays to be only as bright as the (partially 
shaded) physical world is to have a region of very dark mate 
rial (such as black felt) attached to locations in the physical 
world corresponding to where the virtual displays are placed. 
Thus when looking at the virtual displays there is no compet 
ing light from the physical world, and when looking at the 
physical world there is no competing light from the virtual 
world. 

III. MAKINGELECTRONICS DEVICES EYE 
MOUNTED DISPLAY “AWARE 

0266 Before describing specific product combinations, 
this section presents a number of different ways in which an 
electronic device may wish to employ EMDS technology. 
There are many ways in which Sub-systems can be configured 
with an eye mounted display(s) to create embodiments of eye 
mounted display systems. Which is optimal depends on the 
application for the EMDS 105, changes in technology, etc. 
This disclosure will describe several embodiments, specifi 
cally including the one shown in FIG. 2. In this example, 
portions of the EMDS 105 are worn by a human 110. The 
overall EMDS 105 includes the following subsystems: a 
daisy-chainable video input re-sampler Subsystem (Scalers) 
202 through 210, which accept the video inputs 205 through 
208, and 212 through 215, respectively, and additional I/O 
(optional) can also be provided from the logical I/O 218 
through 220; a head tracker subsystem comprised of two 
parts, 230 and 232; an eye tracker subsystem also comprised 
of two parts, 235 and 238, and a subsystem to transmit in 
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free-space the display information from the headpiece to the 
two EMDs 245 and 248 (left and right eyes). 
0267 Portions of these subsystems may be external to the 
human 110, while other portions may be worn by the human 
110. In this example, the human 110 wears a headpiece 222. 
Much of the data transferred between the sequential scalers 
202 through 210 and the headpiece 222, and the headpiece to 
the EMDs 245 and 248 is the pseudo cone pixel data stream 
(PCPDS) 225, to be described in more detail later. The trans 
fer of PCPDS from the last scaler 210 to the headpiece 222 
can be wired or wireless. If wireless (e.g., the user is un 
tethered), then an optional element, the PSPDST pseudo cone 
pixel data stream transceiver 228 is present. 
0268 While the primary application of EMDS 105 are to 
the human eye, and most of this patent application will 
assume this as the target user base, an EMDS can be made to 
work with animals other than man. 
0269 III.A. Simple Example: An Eye Mounted Display 
Aware Digital Still Camera 
0270. We start with a simplified example of a digital still 
camera to introduce the concept of EMDS awareness. More 
complex examples will be described in section IV. 
0271 Most digital still cameras show a live but low reso 
lution display of what the camera is looking at before the 
frame is acquired. This low resolution is due to using Small, 
low resolution LCD (or other) display devices, typically fixed 
to the back of the camera. However, it is also due to the 
processing time it takes to convert what the camera's sensor 
sees (typically a Bayer array pattern) to an image that can be 
displayed in an RGB (or similar) format(s). However, a cam 
era that is eye mounted display aware could be generating full 
camera resolution pixels for the Small area where the camera 
user 110 is currently looking, and do less processing at higher 
visual eccentricities. This situation is shown in FIG. 12, ref 
erence 1200, where the photographer 110 wearing an EMDS 
105 looks “through the EMDS aware camera 1210 (a spe 
cific type of image generator 320) via the EMD's virtual 
display 1220, which is being used as a virtual viewfinder for 
the real-world subjects 1230. The display is thus also 
demounted from the camera body proper, allowing for a num 
ber of more flexible display effects. 
0272. One such situation in shown in FIG. 14, reference 
1400, in which the camera operator 110 is remotely monitor 
ing the shot through a virtual viewfinder 1220, via a physical 
cable, if necessary, to an EMDS 105 the operator is wearing, 
of a group pose of people 1420 that the camera operator 110 
is in. Another option is for the camera operator to wear the 
camera on his head, or over one eye. Note that only minimal 
additional circuitry need be added to the cameras internal 
chip set, because in this special case, we know where not to 
process high resolution camera data. That is, camera data is 
processed at resolutions corresponding to the retinal regions 
where the data will be displayed. Similar functionality could 
also be applicable to digital video cameras. 
(0273 III.B. Modifying the EMDS Scaler Hardware 
0274. In the previously described embodiments of eye 
mounted display systems, a scaler was described, whose 
input/output function was to take in one or more video 
streams, and convert them into a pseudo cone pixel stream for 
one or both eyes. This scaler had many possible extra fea 
tures: seamless edge matching of multiple video streams, 
projecting onto a virtual display 1220 Surface in the shape of 
a cylinder, proper seaming of one display image in front of 
another, etc. 
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0275 For a lower power, lower weight, lower cost in a 
specific product that does not need all the functionality of a 
general purpose scaler computation, simplified scaler com 
ponents can be designed, and in many cases could be placed 
directly on one of the special chips that the specific product 
already needed for its function. 
0276 A common simplification of the scaler computation 

is to assume the following: there is only a single video stream 
present; the virtual image of the video stream is flat in space; 
the maximum number of Source pixels is known; and the 
minimum and maximum subtended field of view of the virtual 
image is known. These simplifications eliminate the need for 
Supporting curved virtual images, the need for edge seeming 
or occlusion edges, the need for large image buffers beyond a 
fixed maximum, the need to triple buffer the image, and 
sometimes the replacement of the double buffer with a single 
buffer when this will not produce unacceptable image arti 
facts for the specific application. Furthermore, the bound on 
image size in pixels and extent in degrees places an upper 
bound on the computation rate that the scaler performs, which 
can allow for a lighter weight scaler Sub-system, in some 
cases on one of the chips that was already needed for the 
primary functionality of the device. Because many low 
power, portable target devices already have a built in frame 
buffer, the primary addition to these devices may be the 
inclusion of the simplified scaler element. In some cases 
where the frame buffer size was arbitrarily limited by the 
pixel count of small physical LCD (or other) display devices, 
adding eye mounted display System awareness is also an 
opportunity to enlarge the internal frame buffer pixel count. 
0277. This can be seen by comparing the on-cell phone 
chip scaler in FIG. 13, reference 1300, with FIG. 2. In FIG.2, 
there are n full function scalers: scaler 202 through scaler 210. 
In FIG. 13, there is only one scaler 1330 using only a fraction 
of the die area on the cell phone chip 1310. Furthermore, 
rather than a separate (and perhaps off-chip) attached 
memory Sub-system for containing a copy of the frame buffer 
within each scaler 202 through scaler 210, the scaler 1330 
uses the existing frame buffer 1320 already present on the cell 
phone chip 1310. The output of the scaler 1330 is the PCPDS 
225. A cellphone chip was used in this example, but the same 
approach can be used for many hand held battery powered 
devices that already present images to its human user 110: 
handheld games, handheld still and/or video cameras, PDAs, 
electronic books, etc. The existing chip and frame buffer can 
be used with only a small amount of additional circuitry for 
the scaler 1330 to make the device eye mounted display 
aWa. 

(0278 III.C. Eliminating the Head-Tracker 
0279 While in more general cases both head tracking and 
eye tracking may be performed, some applications may be 
adequately served without a head tracker 120. 
0280. One example could be cameras of all kinds. If the 
user 110 is holding the camera up to his eye(s), or the camera 
is attached to his head, then head tracking per-se is not 
required because the image input device has a fixed relation 
ship to the user's physical head. 
0281 Other examples include cell phones and PDAs. 
While the advantages of the display appearing as a stabilized 
image in physical space might be desirable, for many simple 
tasks, having the display in a fixed portion of the user's 110 
field of view can be sufficient. 












































